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PLAYTIME is the global leader of creating unique customer experiences for indoor, outdoor, and water 
markets. We are experts in using entertainment environments to enhance the customer journey, providing 
distinctive, memorable experiences families can share together.

We are a Creative & Design agency innovating the world of play one project at a time.

All of PLAYTIME's creations are designed, produced, and shipped out of our 100,000 sq. ft. facility in 
Englewood, Colorado.

PLAYTIME REIMAGINED



Over the past decade, we’ve seen a significant shift 
in consumer behavior and preferences where more
and more people are opting out of accumulating 
“stuff” and exploring experiences instead. People 
young and old are opting for experiences over things. 
According to a study by Expedia and the Center for 
GeneGenerational Kinetics, 74% of Americans now prioritize 
experiences over products or things. The rise of the 
experience economy has changed a lot of what we 
do, and many consumers don’t even realize it. Running, 
for example, has turned into an experience with the 
growth of novelty races, including 5K’s with colored 
chalk and rock bands. It’s all about having a unique 
eexperience and being able to share it with others.

As we say good-bye to Summer and transition into 
the fall season, this issue of The PlayTimes shares 
some insights into how unstructured play can help 
ease the transition to the colder months. We also dive
 into how we can better understand the customer 
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experience and share key insights from Brenda
Cleary, Director of Marketing and Business 
Development at Colorado Mills Mall. 

With the holiday season approaching, the talented 
artists at PLAYTIME are hard at work putting the 
finishing touches on some unique designs that will 
be be ready just in time for the holiday shopping season. 
We provided a little behind the scenes look at what 
it takes to bring a PLAYTIME project to life. We hope 
you get a sense for the personal touch each one of 
our sculptures receives.

Until next time,

Ryan Moats, 
DiDirector of Marketing 
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Changing
the 
Customer
Experience
Excerpts from interview of
Ryan Moats by Sean Heath 
of Marketscale

Listen to full Podcast here:
https://marketscale.com/industries/
retail/listen-ryan-moats-changing-
cucustomer-experience-technology/ 

Sean Heath: It seems like there’s a desire for more inclusion in being efficient 
and kind of melding all those things into one family customer experience. Does 

that sound like I’ve got a grasp on that?

Ryan Moats: Yeah, I think you’re right on there and dialed in. If you think about 
just even 20 years ago, the customer relationships were built on a brand’s terms. 

So businesses were communicating out to their consumers through a bombard-

ment of flment of flyers, of emails, of calls, of voicemails and everything else you can think

of. And the extent of the consumer research was basically reading those mat-

erials that a brand produced and information that brands wanted consumers to 

have with not necessarily third-party insights that consumers were looking for.

And I think if you fast forward to today, consumers expect personalized, 

contextualized interactions at the right time, the right place, the right moment 

from every device, and they’re really fully in control of their experience, from 

hhow they inform themselves, whether it’s through third-party websites, 

through peer reviews, even talking to their friends and how they interact with 

the brand, whether it’s through web, whether it’s through mobile or text 

messaging, phone, they expect each experience, each channel to be seamless 

and cohesive in each touch point to be individualized.

And that’s been the biggest shift that I see as far as the customer experience 

goes. It’s brands being able to tap in to that specific need that consumers have 

and the and the expectations that the consumers have to be talked to when they want 

and how they want.

Sean Heath: It seems like maybe the protocol used to be we the company 
and you the customer and now it has turned into more of a partnership into a 

general “us”, lets us accomplish this thing for you or your family.

Ryan Moats: I totally agree. And I think, you know, as marketers, it’s our job in 
order to make our campaign successful to identify certain points of engagement 

along thalong that buyer’s journey. In the digital world, we work and we call these things 

“micro moments” and those are really key points in the searching and buying 

process where customers might make contact with an advertisement, with a 

message, with your website, or other anchor types on a mobile device.

 

https://marketscale.com/industries/retail/listen-ryan-moats-changing-customer-experience-technology/
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And what we’ve tried to do at PLAYTIME is really take 

some of this same idea of the micro moment and adapt 

them into the overall shopping experience. So what we’ll 

do is we’ll go and we’ll identify key points of engagement 

for a wide range of customer types that they might have 

during that shopping experience and design specific 

ininteraction points along these points of engagement with 

the goal to increase visit time and turn what might be a 

regular mundane activity into a memorable experience.

Sean Heath:  I would imagine that you probably put a 
very strong focus on getting input from as many parents 

as you can in order to assemble sort of a baseline or an 

idea of which direction the winds are blowing.

RRyan Moats: Yeah. We do. We’re constantly out to our 
areas, we’re out to malls and retail locations and asking 

parents what they wanted. Interestingly enough, one key 

engagement point or micro moment that we’ve identified 

specifically with our retail customers and parents in 

general is that purchase point. It’s that moment when they 

have to make the purchase, they have to buy something, 

and thand they’re in the store and we continue to ask the 

question to ourselves and to them, “How could we make 

that as seamless as possible to make that purchase while 

you’re inside the store but still being able to keep an eye 

on the kids and everything that’s going on around?”

I don’t know if you’ve had this experience or anyone else 

out there has, but you’re at the checkout counter, you’re 

trying trying to purchase your items, your kiddos are running 

off, grabbing extra candy from the display racks, throwing 

them into the cart without you even knowing it, there are 

so many things going on that you’re not really paying 

attention to what’s being rung up and you just give the 



that sort of shopping experience into, like you said, I’m 

having a family moment. I still got these things now that I 

needed and can’t do, but I didn’t have to miss watching my 

child play on that giant mushroom and see that smile on 

their face. 

Ryan Moats: Yeah. We want to, as much as we can, take 
those those family moments and build upon them and provide 

opportunities to go out and spend time with their family 

and this is one way that we’ve identified in bringing that 

customer experience home to not only a single customer 

but a family unit or a mother and child or even spouses, 

anything that they can share together, that’s really what 

we’re about. We’re trying to build these memorable 

eexperiences and provide locations where they can do that. 

I mean, it’s not only retail, but it’s parks and recreation and 

things like that, especially from the customer experience 

side and the shopping experience side. We really want to 

drive home those opportunities that exist in retail and help 

evolve that specific piece of the customer experience with 

the expectations that are revolving with the consumers 

themselthemselves.

Sean Heath: You know I have to say, as retailers, you have 
somewhat of a sacred trust because while a customer or a 

guest can always go and make more money. They can’t get

more time. Time is a finite resource that we all have, and if 

I’m giving some of my time to you as a retailer, that’s a pretty 

heavy responsibility to make sure that you kind of guard that 

and thand that you acknowledge just how important that trust is.

Ryan Moats: Yeah, absolutely. And the retailers that we 
work with and talk to on a regular basis, they’re trying to 

hone in on what the customers’ expectations are and do the 

clerk your credit  card as fast as possible so you can be in 

and out of there before someone breaks something. And 

then by the time you get home, you look at your receipt, 

you think, “Wait, what did I buy? How much did I spend?” 

And what we’ve been doing with a lot of our customers 

and especially the parents who are their customers is 

eexploring some new ways to improve this experience and

it goes into what we’ve been talking about how the 

evolution of the customer experience is changing, but also 

the evolution of what this purchase point can be changing 

as well.

So for example in one of the designs that we’ve recently 

had, with our retail locations, we created seating surrounds 

aaround a play area that also has tablets included with the 

seating. So the customer could basically shop the store 

virtually from the tablet while the children are playing in 

their play area and then it’s designed so that on the store 

level side the customer makes their purchase, inputs their 

information via their credit card, completes the purchase, 

and the store employee can go and pick the products, put 

them in a bag, hthem in a bag, have it waiting to the kiosk. So the customer 

just exits the store and doesn’t really necessarily have to go 

through that burdensome checkout process.  

That’s just one example is things that we’re trying to 

incorporate in terms of the customer experience to make it 

more seamless, but also make it a pleasurable experience

for everyone that’s involved.

Sean HeSean Heath: And that is a brilliant approach because you 
are taking the thing that people like the most about online 

shopping which is the ability to be efficient, to get exactly 

what I need, to search numerous items, to have it all put 

together in a package for me, but you’ve also integrated 
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Learn the 
Lessons of 
Summer to 
Help Kids 
Transition 
Into Fall 
by Angie Spyke, 
Director of Sales Operations 

best to be able to service them and build the relationships.

I think one of the revolutions that we’re seeing, especially 

as it relates to that customer experience, is the blending of 

the technology and the human interaction. So if you think 

about it from an entertainment experience or a play 

perspective that we do here at PLAYTIME, we found that’s

important important to incorporate new technology into our designs, 

but we’re also careful to make sure that the technology still 

serves an active purpose. And so we want to make sure 

that in everything we’re doing we’re providing value to the 

customers, to those who will benefit from the play 

experiences but doing it in a way where we can get kids 

off the screens, get them active, get them moving, really

helping hands thhelping hands that childhood development and bring out 

that inner child in everyone where they have joy and 

excitement of seeing new things and immerse themselves 

in imaginative environments. 

To hear the full Podcast visit. https://marketscale.com/
industries/retail/listen-ryan-moats-changing-customer-
experience-technology/ 

https://marketscale.com/industries/retail/listen-ryan-moats-changing-customer-experience-technology/


We all know the feeling. The days begin getting shorter, 
the leaves start turning color, and pumpkin spice is well, 
everywhere. It's fall. But while it's a beautiful time of year, 
the transition from summer to autumn can also prove to 
be a stressful situation for children, adults, and families.
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A Change in the Weather Can Cause a Change in 
Our Mood

It's not just your imagination. As August passes into 

September, there are real changes in the air that can 

affect your mood. As clinical psychologist and 

associate professor in the School of Public Health at 

TThe University of Alabama at Birmingham, Joshua 

Klapow puts it: August has "all ingredients for a stew 

of blues." Other things can contribute to this recipe as 

well. For starters, there is increasingly less sunlight 

available during the day. And as temperatures drop, 

we spend more time indoors, further limiting our 

exposure to natural sunlight. We also tend to become 

leless active and more isolated, exacerbating the issue. 

"For many people, it creates a feeling of funk, a feeling 

of down, a feeling of sadness," Klapow says. "For a 

small percentage, it creates seasonal affective disorder." 

Finally, add into the mix a generally nostalgic feeling 

created by thoughts of "where did the summer go?" 

and it is not surprising that our moods drop with the 

ttemperature.

Adapting to a New Schedule

Another contributor to a lower emotional state 

happens when adults and children move from the 

relatively unstructured pace of summer and adapt to 

the new normal of school, structure, and discipline. 

Fortunately, there are a number of steps you can take 

tto improve your emotional health during this period. 

First, make sure you and your children take care of 

your body by cutting down on junk food, getting 

enough sleep, and engaging in regular exercise. In 

addition, limit the passive exercise of surfing social 

media and instead get out and participate in activities 

with others. Finally, it is vital to continue that summer 

feeling by maintaining its unstructured, active nature. 

Reduce the need to take control by adding one more 

iitem to the calendar or rushing off to a play date while 

nagging children to "hurry up," that stress will naturally 

rub off on kids. In other words, make the conscious 

choice to ditch the schedule whenever you can and 

instead give priority to unstructured free time. 

Unstructured Play Can Help Ease the Transition into 
Fall

It's abundantly clear thIt's abundantly clear that the transition period 

between summer and fall has a tremendous impact 

on many families. To combat this effect, children 

should be allowed to disconnect and enjoy an 

unstructured environment without fear of punishment. 

But of course, that shouldn't consist of just sitting 

alone in their room playing video games. Active play 

with others is one of the puwith others is one of the purest and most beneficial 

ways for children to spend unstructured time and can 

help improve their physical and emotional well-being. 

Kenneth Ginsburg, a pediatrician at the Children's 

Hospital of Philadelphia, has found that free, 

unstructured playtime can allow kids an opportunity 

to discover their interests and tap into their creativity. 

GinsbuGinsburg also concludes that such activity is a crucial 

element for building resilience in children, an essential 

attribute of happy, productive adults. The irony is 
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obvious: By allowing children access to unstructured 

play, we may actually be helping them improve their 

academic performance and life skills.

PLAYTIME Helps Create the Environments That 
Benefit Children 

As the market leader in the play industry, PLAYTIME 

knknows the importance of giving children an 

environment where they can make the most of their 

unstructured time. For over 20 years, we have 

marketed, designed, manufactured, and installed 

thousands of custom soft sculpted play areas in many 

different market segments. But it's the PLAYTIME 

team that makes the company special, with a 

dedicdedicated group of individuals bringing diverse 

backgrounds, creative skills, and excellent service to 

each project. Our mission is to have fun and grow 

while positively impacting kids, families, and 

businesses through the experience we create with 

our innovative play area products. To find out more 

about us, visit playtime.com/about-us/.

It's not just your imagination. 
As August passes into 
September, there are real 
changes in the air that can 
affect your mood. 

www.playtime.com/about-us/


Out of This World! 
Colorado Mills 
a Q & A with Brenda Cleary,
Director of Marketing and Business Development, 
Colorado Mills and Denver West Village at 
Simon Property Group
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Q:  Describe the play environment that PLAYTIME 
designed and installed for Colorado Mills. 

A:  In collaboration with our team at Colorado Mills 
and our sponsor the Denver Museum of Nature & 

Science, the PLAYTIME team designed a remarkable 

play area that seamlessly combines elements of play 

and educand education all themed around life on Mars. The 

one-of-a-kind, custom design named “Mars Outpost,” 

provides our guests of all ages a unique space to both

 relax and inspire curiosity. The design gives our adult 

guests a dedicated area to settle back, enjoy seeing 

their children discover the variety of play structures 

and interact with them while they learn fun facts about 

Mars and the solar Mars and the solar system. We value PLAYTIME’s and 

our sponsor’s vision and design for including 

conveniences such as comfortable seating, storage 

cubbies and charging outlets so all visitors can enjoy 

the experience while our youngest guests are climbing 

over spacecraft, crawling through light tunnels, making 

friends with a rover, taking a trip from Earth to the 

Brenda Cleary is an experienced 

marketing and business development 

professional with a demonstrated 

history working in a variety of indust-

ries. Working with Simon Property 

Group for nearly seven years, her 

curcurrent role at Colorado Mills has 

allowed Brenda to discover the 

mountains, lakes and trails of colorful 

Colorado with her husband and fur-

children, but she will always call the 

Sunshine State home (Go Gators)! 

outer reaches of the solar system and viewing the 

planets hanging overhead.

Q:  How did you first hear about PLAYTIME, and 
what made you inspired to start a project with us?

A: We were familiar with PLAYTIME through positive 
feedback shared by our sponsor and several other 

Simon pSimon properties across the country. Knowing 

PLAYTIME is home-based in Colorado, we knew they 

would be hands-on to a higher degree which made 

the partnership a natural fit. 

Q:  What was your first Impression of PLAYTIME?
A: At the start of our project I had the opportunity 
to meet with several PLAYTIME team members from 

a a variety of departments – very early on, I was 

impressed with their individual and collective 

creativity and authentic passion. Later as I discovered 

how seamlessly their departments work together in 

order to bring our vision to life, my confidence that 

we had the right partner was cemented. Between 

our team and our sponsor, PLAYTIME had a lot of 

ideas, ideas, expectations and opinions to manage. From 

day-one to day-done, they have been a true 

collaborative partner in bringing our shared vision 

to life. 

Q:  What has surprised you most about working with
PLAYTIME?

A:  I’m not sure if surprised is the right word, but I 



was amazed at the processes involved to bring this 

project to reality. We had the good fortune to visit the 

production site on a few occasions, and each time I

was in awe of their technology and abundant talent 

bank at their fingertips. Seeing the computer-

generated models, the art department and the actual 

plplay pieces come to life was quite impressive. Not to 

mention that the PLAYTIME headquarters is a runner 

up for the happiest place on earth! How can you not

love going to work when you are surrounded by 

positive messages wherever you turn, hopscotch in 

the hallways, trees growing out of the walls, and the 

option to choose a slide instead of the stairs?

 

Q: What problem were you trying to solve with our 
immersive play experience. 

A: As a community hub and family-friendly 
destination, we are always looking for ways to 

enhance our guest experience. The play area filled a 

need at Colorado Mills by offering a unique, free and 

enentertaining experience for guests of all ages. Our 

visitors look to us for much more than just shopping 

(although we do that very well!). We are a trusted 

gathering place in our community where residents 

and visitors alike choose to spend time with their 

family and friends. Working with PLAYTIME on this 

amenity is part of our ongoing efforts to meet the 

wwants and needs of today’s modern consumers. 

Q: Tell us a little more about your role at Colorado Mills. 
A: As Director of Marketing and Business Develop-
ment at Colorado Mills, I am responsible for the 

creation, development and implementation of the 

overall strategic marketing direction of the shopping 

center, as well as developing mutually beneficial 

partnerships with other businepartnerships with other businesses in the community.  

Simply put, I have the pleasure of communicating the 

offerings of our center and retailers to our local 

community and visitors. And as an added bonus, I 

get to hang out with Santa and work on fun projects

like our play area! 

Q: How long have you been at Colorado Mills and 
hhow has the shopping experience changed since 

you first started? 
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The PLAYTIME team designed 
a remarkable play area that 
seamlessly combines elements 
of play and education all 
themed around life on Mars.
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A: I began working with Simon Property Group in early 2013 at a shopping 
center in Florida and moved into my current role at Colorado Mills in 2015. 

In my position, I get to work with many retail brands, and time and time 

again, I am comforted to know that brands are listening to their customers 

and striving to evolve to meet their needs. At Colorado Mills, our team is 

always looking to elevate the shopping experience and adapt to the 

modern-dmodern-day marketplace by adding unique local dining choices, 

entertainment options, and keeping our aesthetic inviting and fresh. 

Q: Other than working with PLAYTIME, what other marketing efforts are 
you taking actions on to enhance the shopping experience? 

A:  We are in the final stretch of updating our center in terms of refreshing 
and modernizing our environment while at the same time keeping relevant 

to the beautiful Colorado landscape that surrounds our property. We have 

built important built important relationships with our community like our ongoing 

collaboration with the local Arts District to bring in locally produced art as 

an added feature for guests to enjoy while walking throughout the center 

and discovering all that we have to offer. Continuing to host traditional 

family experiences, like photos with Santa and trick-or-treating for 

Halloween, is important for our community, as well.  We communicate all 

our unique offerings to our current and future visitors via a variety of local 

nnews outlets, and digital and social avenues. 

Q: If we’re sitting here a year from now celebrating what a great year it’s 
been for Colorado Mills, what were some the things that made it great?

A: A great question! For us, a successful year is when we feel confident 
that we have met and exceeded our visitor and retailer expectations by 

providing them with a space that is inviting, clean, easy to navigate, fun to 

visit, and offers the best brands at amazing values. We are well on our 

waway to celebrating a great 2019 and look forward to an even better 2020.     



The rise of e-commerce has lead brick-and-mortar 
retailers to rethink ways to design their facilities and 

construct their customer experience. Technology not 

only enhances the customer experience, but it also 

guides it. Companies must adapt and innovate using 

technology in their scheme to create an attractive, 

engaging, memoengaging, memorable, and experiential environment 

that makes shoppers want to participate and return. 

As families share a large portion of the consumer 

demographic, creating spaces for children to have 

fun and keep parents at ease can lead to greater 

experiences that build customer loyalty.

Retaildential: catering to all your needs 

Designed Designed to improve the customer experience and 

the retail real estate industry, the retaildential complex 

provides an integrated living, shopping, and entertain-

ment experiences as well as easy access to necessities, 

e.g., food and dry cleaning services. By repurposing 

underperforming commercial properties into 

retaildential consumer engagement spaces, these 

ffacilities offer demographic-specific sets of retail, 

restaurants, entertainment, and services. 

Families share a large portion of the consumer 

demographic, which is apparent in retaildential design. 

By incorporating technology-driven, interactive 

playgrounds, children engage in active play, creating 

a more fun shopping experience for the entire family. 

Technology affects the returning customer 

Retail executives and building managers must 

understand the need for technology investments 

ththat improve customer experiences. In a Jabil survey, 

participants listed personalized interactions and in-

store experiences as some of their highest priorities 

in enhancing the customer journey, with 56% and 

27% of respondents, respectively.

While it is not always necessary to create a memorable 

customer experience, creating the right mix based 

on on your retail model will keep customers coming 

back. According to PwC, nearly three-quarters of 

shoppers say customer experience outweighs price 

and product quality when it comes to purchasing 

decisions. The creation of engaging, memorable, 

customer experiences results in increased revenue 

growth, as well as superior performance metrics 

vversus the competition. Incorporating a place for 

child play can provide tremendous benefits to the 

bottom line by leading to a more memorable 

customer experience, making visitors more likely to

return and recommend the facility. 

Technology, Design, and the Customer 
Experience
by Eric Sivertsen, Creative Talent Manager
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Interactive technology makes shopping fun!

Retailers continue to install in-store games, interactive 

kiosks, photo ops, etc. to add an element of fun that 

keeps shoppers coming back. In a grocery store, Kraft 

used projection mapping and motion tracking to 

create a floor of interactive pasta where shoppers 

ccould send virtual macaroni noodles flying with hand 

swipes, kicks, and jumps. This unique engagement 

opportunity makes children excited to go grocery 

shopping, creating an elevated consumer experience 

that can lead to increased store visits. 

PLAYTIME creates fun retail environments

With a continually evolving retail world, generating a 

positipositive Return on Experience leads to store success. 

Creating areas where families can conveniently take a 

break and have fun in a themed environment makes 

kids excited to go shopping and grants parents more 

leisure while out and about. During days with bad 

weather, your facility can become an alternative to the 

neighborhood park, making the center a pleasant 

plaplace to not only shop but also a place where families 

can come to have fun. Whether customers are in your 

space directly or indirectly, it is the experience that 

invites people to come in and stay.

The future of brick-and-mortar business is intimately 

linked to technology and innovation. Building managers 

and executives in any industry appreciate the ways that 

design impacts their design impacts their center profitability, and PLAYTIME 

keeps abreast of this trend by providing installations 

that incorporate technologies to help stimulate 

favorable memories with end-users.

Let PLAYTIME unleash the power of play and 

innovative design solutions to shape customer 

journeys and create new value for your shoppers. 

PLAYTIME will assist your brand in transforming its 

locations into a themed entertainment marketplace 

tto help create a fun and positive shopping 

experience. Together we will disrupt the market by 

uniquely positioning your brand as a destination, 

appealing to your customers’ inner child, where 

families are entertained and delighted. To learn 

more about how technology can improve your 

destination visit, playtime.com/environments/
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A Closer Look Into 
PLAYTIME’s 
Manufacturing 
Process 
by Kalani Napoleon, Manager of Project Operations 

Have you ever seen a PLAYTIME play area? What was 
the first thing that came to mind? Was it uniqueness, 

exciting design, or colorful/whimsical features? Often, 

when we see a product for the first time, we associate 

it with something we already know. On the contrary, 

people do not usually think of all the hard work or 

the manufacturing process that went into making 

that product. From concept to installation, 

PLAYTIME does it all, and we do it all out of our 

100,000 sq ft. facility in Englewood, Colorado. Let’s 

take a deeper dive into how PLAYTIME takes raw 

mmaterials and transforms them into a final product. 

Concept: The first step in the process is to put 
ideas onto paper with black and white sketches. 

PLAYTIME artists provide very preliminary hand-

drawn illustrations of the character pose they 

recommend using.
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Design: The second step in the process is the design 
phase. Our talented artists develop custom, 

specialized 3D models from hand drawings, images, 

or even from your imagination. We work with well-

known 3D computer graphics software like 3D Max, 

ZBrush, Photoshop, and many others. We effectively 

ttranslate specific requirements into 3D modeling 

solutions of the highest standard.

Sculpt: The third step is handled by our sculpt team. 
Each PLAYTIME element starts as a block of recycled 

Styrofoam. Our craftsmen carefully hand sculpt each 

custom themed play piece according to our 3D

design model specifications. Every element that 

comes out of our warehouse is custom designed 

and handcand handcrafted to make it a true one-of-a-kind 

experience. We employ a number of uniquely skilled 

sculptors to ensure creative production is available at 

a moment’s notice. Adding in our advanced 

technology and sophisticated manufacturing 

processes, we are equipped to handle unique and 

high-volume production. 

FibeFiberglass: PLAYTIME is one of the premier fiberglass 
manufacturers leading the industry for over 20 years 

designing and manufacturing custom fiberglass in  



state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Englewood, 

Colorado. We pride ourselves on creating challenging 

custom projects and welcome the opportunity to 

design and build unique custom work. PLAYTIME 

also offers hundreds of reusable stock molds. 

Excellent physical properties and molding capabilities 

mamake our fiberglass especially suitable to interior, and 

exterior architectural use and our capabilities are only 

limited to the designer’s imagination.

Foam:  After the fiberglass stage, the foam is 
reapplied to add a level of cushion and durability. It is 

debatably the most important layer as it adds back 

an intricate level of detail and also makes it stronger 

ffor kids to jump and play on. 

Coat:  Coating is the last step in the process before 
the sculpted element comes to life in our paint 

department. We use secret ingredients and precise 

Paint: PLAYTIME employs world-class artists to 
translate your theming ideas into a reality. Our 

airbrush artists hand paint each individual element 

giving each piece we produce a truly custom look 

and feel. The collective energy and passion you can 

feel when you see our artists at work invoke 

cconfidence that PLAYTIME produces experiential 

elements that are second to none.

measurements in our coating, making our product 

unreplicable. 
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Installation: PLAYTIME employs our own installation 
team to ensure each experience we build is installed 

to meet specific design and safety specifications. 

With over 20 years experience, PLAYTIME installers 

arrive on site with all the installation components in 

hand so you can start enjoying your new themed 

eexperience as soon as possible. With the support of 

our Project Management Team, we work closely with 

the customer every step of the way to ensure we have 

captured their ideas form the imagination just right.

Our team is truly an unparalleled design resource. We 

pride ourselves on the collaborative process, ranging 

from custom pieces to our vast library of existing 

drawings, 3D models, and related tools. PLAYTIME 

adds value and creativity to any project, regardless of 

sisize, scope, or involvement. 

To learn more, visit: playtime.com/creative-services/

www.playtime.com/creative-services/


The Contributors
for this Edition
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Kalani specializes in turning dreams into reality. As the Manager 
of Project Operations, Kalani ensures PLAYTIME projects are 
installed on scope, on time, and on budget. Kalani fosters an 
environment of teamwork and makes sure designs are clearly 
defined while overseeing performance and maintaining timelines. 
His strong communication and client service skills enhance 
PLPLAYTIME’s process-driven management philosophy.

Kalani Napoleon
Manager of Project 
Operations at PLAYTIME

Ryan brings creativity and an emphasis on the customer journey 
to PLAYTIME. He and his team are responsible for the marketing,
communication, and business development efforts for PLAYTIME. 
In addition to strategic business development efforts, Ryan directs 
media relations, branding, advertising, and website development.

Ryan Moats
Director of Marketing at 
PLAYTIME

As a mother, Angie knows first hand the importance of  play as an 
essential part of healthy childhood growth and development. As 
the Director of Sales Operations, Angie takes on various respons-
ibilities including leading teams accountable for proposals and 
new project initiatives. She also redesigned the Sales Operations 
model to better support the overall PLAYTIME business.

Angie Spyke
Director of Sales Operations 
at PLAYTIME

Eric is a pragmatic designer bringing distinctive creativity to 
PLAYTIME’s designs. He also manages the creative team to 
ensure designs are completed on time and within the 
specifications required to exceed client expectations. Through 
Eric’s leadership, PLAYTIME is creating thoughtful entertainment 
experiences for families and propelling brands with soul and 
subsubstance through innovative play.

Eric Sivertsen
Creative Talent Manager at 
PLAYTIME
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